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Abstract

Endometrial cancer is the most common gynecological malignancy in developed countries. The management is primarily surgical, but
adjuvant treatment may be indicated after surgery, according to the risk of recurrence. This review will focus on the prognostic risk
groups presented in the 2020 ESGO/ESTRO/ESP guidelines and the ongoing trials based on new molecular markers that will help to get
a more personalized cancer medicine.
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1. Introduction
Endometrial cancer is the most common gynecologi-

cal malignancy in developed countries, resulting in the sixth
most diagnosed cancer in women worldwide, with 417,000
new cases and 97,000 deaths in 2020 [1]. Most of cases are
diagnosed at early stages and usually affect postmenopausal
women. The management is primarily surgical, with the
standard treatment consisting of hysterectomy and bilateral
salpingo-oophorectomy completed with pelvic and para-
aortic lymphadenectomy or sentinel lymph node biopsy [2].

In 1983, Bokhman described two types of endome-
trial cancer (EC). The first pathogenetic type (type 1) is
the most common (70–80%) and is usually characterized
by a favorable prognosis, often presenting with localized
disease confined to the uterus. It is usually diagnosed in
women with obesity, signs of hyperestrogenism, hyperlipi-
demia, and consists of low-grade, endometrioid, hormone-
receptor-positive tumors that are well or moderately dif-
ferentiated. Type 2 tumors (20–30%), in contrast, are
more common in non-obese women, usually have non-
endometrioid histology, such as serous, clear-cell, undiffer-
entiated carcinomas or carcinosarcomas, are high-grade and
hormone receptor-negative, associated with a poor progno-
sis because the high risk of metastasis [3].

2. Recommendations for adjuvant treatment
in EC

Prognosis in EC is strictly related to the stage of the
disease at diagnosis: the 5-year survival rate in stage I and
II EC is 80–90% and becomes less than 25% in stage III and
IV [4].

Adjuvant treatment recommendations are based on the
risk of disease relapse established for each patient. The
overall risk of recurrence is estimated as 13% regardless
of the stage, and 3% for patients in the low-risk group. Ap-

Table 1. Clinicopathological risk factors in endometrial
cancer.

- Patient’s age
- Stage of disease (FIGO 2009)
- Depth of myometrial invasion
- Grade of differentiation
- Histotype
- Lymphovascular space invasion (LVSI)

proximately 70% of all recurrences are symptomatic and
occur within the first 3 years of follow-up [5].

In the ESMO/ESGO/ESTRO consensus conference
on EC published in 2016, five risk groups (low, intermedi-
ate, high-intermediate, high and advanced/metastatic) have
been proposed to guide adjuvant therapy, according to clin-
icopathological risk factors (see Table 1) [6].

Overall, adjuvant treatments adapted to the clinico-
pathological risk factors achieve excellent outcomes if we
consider the group of type I EC in early stage, and most pa-
tients have a good prognosis and are cured with local treat-
ments. However, these guidelines had some limitations to
predict the effective patient’s outcome. Studies have no-
ticed that many patients with good prognostic elements ex-
perience relapses and will eventually show poor survival.
Conversely, some patients that are usually treated because
of unfavorable prognostic factors will never experience re-
currences.

Based only on clinicopathological prognostic risk fac-
tors, the choice of adjuvant treatment seems to lead to
overtreatment in some cases, to undertreatment in others
[7,8]. Identifying the subset of tumors with an effective
high risk of relapse became a real issue, having signifi-
cant implications for surgical staging planning and adjuvant
treatment decisions.
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This review will focus on the new prognostic risk
groups presented in the 2020 ESGO/ESTRO/ESP guide-
lines, underlining the impact of the new molecular classi-
fication. We will also discuss the ongoing trials and new
perspectives that will probably change the choice of adju-
vant treatment in EC patients.

3. The new molecular characterization for
EC

In 2013, The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) Research
Network performed an integrated genomic and proteomic
analysis of 373 ECs, showing that these tumors can be re-
classified in four new molecular prognostic groups: ultra-
mutated tumors, with a very high mutational rate; hypermu-
tated tumors, with high mutational rate and microsatellite-
instability (MSI); copy-number low tumors, with lowmuta-
tional rate and low somatic copy number alterations; copy-
number high tumors, characterized by high somatic copy
number alterations rate [8].

The outcome was significantly different between
the four molecular subtypes: DNA polymerase epsilon-
mutated (POLEmut) tumors had best prognosis, with 100%
of progression-free survival after 5 years, whereas copy-
number high tumors had the poorest outcome, with about
50% of progression-free survival after 5 years. MSI and
copy-number low tumors seemed to have an intermediate
prognosis [8].

However, these new molecular classes require per-
forming a copy-number analysis, a tumor DNA sequencing
that is complex and costly, not feasible in routine clinical
practice. For this reason, the Vancouver group developed a
molecular classification system that is more economic, sim-
ple, faster and usable in daily clinical practice. This molec-
ular classification, named ProMisE (Proactive Molecular
Risk Classifier for Endometrial Cancer), uses surrogate
prognostic markers based on immunohistochemisrty (IHC)
for mismatch repair (MMR) proteins and p53, and POLE
exonuclease domain hotspot sequencing [9]. IHC stains
for MMR and p53 are universally available in laboratories;
POLE hotspot sequencing needs to be implemented in a
clinical setting.

Studies have demonstrated that ProMisE can also be
assessed on endometrial biopsy. Moreover, there is a
strong a highly favorable concordance between diagnos-
tic endometrial specimens and final hysterectomy samples,
with also a strong interlaboratory agreement. These can be
crucial factors in decision making regarding a patient care
[10,11].

3.1 POLEmut group
Polymerase Epsilon synthesizes the forward strand

during conventional DNA synthesis and is responsible for
the usually low mutation rate in eukaryotic DNA replica-
tion. Pathogenetic mutations in the exonuclease domain
of the POLE gene cause the development of genomic in-

stability and an ultra-mutated tumor phenotype with low
somatic copy-number alterations [12,13]. Tumors with a
pathogenic POLE mutation have a high number of tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes and programmed death-ligand 1
(PD-L1) receptors expressed on cancer cells [7]. This group
includes 6–9.6% of EC [7,8,14–17], it is more common in
earlier stages of disease and can be frequent in high-grade
endometrioid EC, where it has been found in 15–22% of
cases, according to different series [18]. The prognosis for
patients with this molecular profile is excellent [19].

3.2 Mismatch repair deficiency group
Tumors with the DNA mismatch repair (MMR) not

functioning are phenotypically identified by the presence
of microsatellite instability (MSI). The MMR is a path-
way that recognizes and repairs incorrect insertion or dele-
tion of bases during DNA replication. Mutations in the
key genesMLH1, MSH2, MSH6, or PMS2 can be germline
or somatic, resulting in MMR deficiency (MMRd) tumors.
About 30% of all ECs belong to this group and are distin-
guished by low copy-number aberrations and a high muta-
tional burden. TheMLH1 promoter methylation is the most
common alteration in sporadic ECs.

Conversely, Lynch syndrome, known as hereditary
non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC), is the conse-
quence of a germline mutation in MMR genes and is found
in 10–15% of MMRd patients. Patients with Lynch Syn-
drome have a cumulative lifetime risk of EC of 40–60%
[20–22], compared to 3,1% of the general population [23].
Family members relatives to Lynch syndrome patients must
undergo genetic evaluations to detect MMR genes alter-
ations and, if present, start an adequate oncological screen-
ing [24]. Overall, the prognosis for patients with thismolec-
ular profile is intermediate [19].

3.3 p53-abnormal group
The tumor suppressor gene TP53, which encodes for

the p53 protein, is one of the most common mutations in
human tumors [25]. Mutation in TP53 gene is detached
in 90% of tumors characterized by a high number of so-
matic copy-number alterations and a low mutational rate
[8]. They include 8–24% of EC; most of them have a serous
or mixed histology and present at higher stages with a high
grade of differentiation. However, a small number of low-
grade ECs in early stages harbor a p53 mutation. TP53mu-
tation status is not equivalent to the copy-number high sub-
group of patients in TCGA, but it identifies cases where the
prognosis is usually unfavorable. In clinical setting, IHC
for p53 is the preferred tool, being low-cost even if not com-
pletely correspondent to TP53 mutation status [19,26].

3.4 p53 wild-type/no specific molecular profile group
The EC group that does not exhibit POLE mutations,

mismatch repair or p53 abnormalities is classified as no spe-
cific molecular profile (NSMP) or p53 wild-type. Approx-
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imately 50% of ECs exhibits this molecular profile. These
tumors, predominantly of endometrioid histology, are char-
acterized by microsatellite stability, a low mutational bur-
den, and low copy-number aberrations, with a high estrogen
and progesterone receptors expression. Overall, the prog-
nosis for patients in this genomic class is intermediate [19].

3.5 Multiple-classifier group
A small number of ECs harbor more than one molec-

ular classifying feature and are defined as “multiple classi-
fiers”. In these cases, when POLE and p53 are both mu-
tated, the prognosis is established by POLE. In the same
way, if MMR and p53 are both mutated, the prognosis is
established by MMRd [27]. However, prognosis of multi-
ple classifiers is still an evolving issue.

The recent ESGO/ESTRO/ESP guidelines, published
at the end of 2020, incorporate these molecular features
with the traditional clinicopathological factors to better
guide the adjuvant treatment choice using an integrated
classification system [2]. Risk groups consider both cases
that undergo molecular assessment and cases that do not.
EC patients are classified using the standard pathologic fea-
tures, if molecular profiling is not known.

Clinicopathological factors are the traditional ones de-
scribed in the ESMO/ESGO/ESTRO consensus in 2016
(see Table 1), with some clarifications:

- tumor differentiation grade defines grade 1 and grade
2 carcinomas as low-grade, and grade 3 carcinomas as high-
grade;

- lymphovascular space involvement (LVSI) can be
described as absent, focal if there is a single focus of LVSI
around the tumor, substantial if there is a multifocal or dif-
fuse arrangement of LVSI, or the presence of tumor cells in
five or more lymphovascular spaces [2].

Molecular features include the categories resulted in
the TCGA analysis [8]:

- POLEmut, analyzed by DNA sequencing;
- p53, assessed by immunohistochemistry;
- MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2, assessed by im-

munohistochemistry;
- no specific molecular profile.

4. The 2020 ESGO/ESTRO/ESP risk
classification for EC
4.1 Low-risk class

The Low-risk group includes patients with the follow-
ing histopathological and/or molecular characteristics:

- stage IA endometrioid, low-grade, LVSI negative or
focal;

- stage I–II POLEmut endometrial carcinoma, without
residual disease;

- stage IA MMRd/NSMP endometrioid carcinoma,
low-grade, LVSI negative or focal [2].

According to the new ESGO/ESTRO/ESP guidelines,
adjuvant treatment is not recommended in this group of

patients. Many randomized trials reported higher toxicity
without any improvement in prognosis using radiotherapy
(RT) as adjuvant treatment. Moreover, the number of re-
currences after surgery alone is very low in this group, less
than 5% in stage I [28].

Adjuvant treatment seems not to be justifiable in pa-
tients with stage I–II POLEmut EC.

In the molecular analysis of the PORTEC-3 trial of
high-risk ECs, patients with POLEmut endometrioid car-
cinoma had an excellent outcome in both arms. However,
both trial arms included adjuvant treatment with external
beam radiation therapy (EBRT).

Currently, based on the scientific evidence, the omis-
sion of adjuvant treatment for patients with stage III–IVA,
POLEmut EC is controversial because of limited data.
Prospective studies are needed to understand the prognosis
in these specific groups of patients [29].

4.2 Intermediate-risk class
The Intermediate-Risk group includes patients with

the following histopathological and/or molecular character-
istics:

- Stage IB endometrioid, low-grade, LVSI negative or
focal;

- Stage IA endometrioid, high-grade, LVSI negative
or focal;

- Stage IA non-endometrioid (serous, clear cell, un-
differentiated carcinoma, carcinosarcoma, mixed) without
myometrial invasion;

- Stage IB MMRd/NSMP endometrioid carcinoma,
low-grade, LVSI negative or focal;

- Stage IA MMRd/NSMP endometrioid carcinoma,
high-grade, LVSI negative or focal;

- Stage IA p53-abnormal and/or non-endometrioid
(serous, clear cell, undifferentiated carcinoma, carcinosar-
coma, mixed) without myometrial invasion [2].

Many randomized trials have shown that, in the ob-
servational arm, the site where loco-regional relapses occur
most frequently after surgery, in intermediate-risk patients,
is the vaginal vault. Adjuvant brachytherapy guarantees
vaginal control and an excellent overall survival, similar to
those obtained in patients treated with adjuvant EBRT [30–
35]. Moreover, in a randomized study of patients in stage
I of disease, survival was not affected by adding primary
pelvic RT to brachytherapy. However, RT caused a reduc-
tion in loco-regional recurrences and a shift of the first re-
currence from loco-regional to non-loco-regional metasta-
sis.

A Danish population study confirmed that the risk of
loco-regional relapse was higher (about 14%) in the obser-
vational arm without brachytherapy. However, overall sur-
vival was not different due to the effectiveness of the treat-
ment of the relapse in patients who were not previously ir-
radiated [36].
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According to the long-term follow-up of Alders’ trial,
a significant reduction in vaginal and pelvic recurrences
was found in the vaginal plus pelvic radiotherapy group
(group B) compared with the vaginal radiotherapy alone
group (group A). On the other hand, more patients in group
B developed distant metastases than those in group A, with
the 5-year survival rate not improved by external irradia-
tion. This finding underlines the consequence of postoper-
ative EBRT in low and intermediate-risk patients, suggest-
ing increased toxicity and side effects especially in young
patients [37].

Future treatments should be focused on avoiding
metastatic disease that influences overall survival instead of
preventing local relapse. In this view, vaginal brachyther-
apy is recommended as adjuvant treatment for patients with
intermediate-risk EC, with less vaginal recurrences but no
effect on survival rate. No adjuvant treatment can be con-
sidered in this group, especially for patients younger than
60 years who have a lower risk of relapse.

According to some case series, in stage I type 2 EC,
vaginal brachytherapy might be successful in preventing
vaginal relapse, while others underlined the improvement
in the patient’s overall survival after adjuvant chemother-
apy. Based on these contradictory results, the experts sug-
gest discussing the management of these patients individ-
ually, because the evidence is not sufficient to support a
single recommendation.

There are no randomized trials available and very lit-
tle data on the best treatment for stage IA non-endometrioid
and/or p53-abnormal carcinomas without myometrial in-
vasion. Adjuvant treatment should be discussed case by
case. However, new standards suggest no treatment for
p53-abnormal EC restricted to a polyp or without myome-
trial invasion [2].

4.3 High-intermediate-risk class

The High-Intermediate-Risk group includes patients
with the following histopathological and/or molecular char-
acteristics:

- Stage I endometrioid, substantial LVSI regardless of
grade and depth of invasion;

- Stage IB endometrioid high-grade regardless of LVSI
status;

- Stage II;
- Stage IMMRd/NSMP endometrioid carcinoma, sub-

stantial LVSI regardless of grade and depth of invasion;
- Stage IB MMRd/NSMP endometrioid carcinoma

high-grade regardless of LVSI status;
- Stage II MMRd/NSMP endometrioid carcinoma [2].
The decision for adjuvant treatment in this risk group

is different whether lymph-nodal status is known and nega-
tive, because lymphadenectomy or sentinel lymph node dis-
section has been performed, or the lymph-nodal status is not
known because lymph-node staging was not performed.

4.3.1 pN0 after lymph node staging
If the lymph-nodal status is negative after surgical

staging (lymphadenectomy or sentinel lymph node dissec-
tion), the new guidelines recommend adjuvant brachyther-
apy to reduce vaginal recurrence. In the case of substantial
LVSI and/or stage II, EBRT can be indicated as it has been
shown to reduce the risk of pelvic and para-aortic lymph-
node disease [38].

According to the result of two randomized trials on
high-intermediate risk patients, there was no difference be-
tween adjuvant chemotherapy alone and EBRT alone in
recurrence-free and overall survival. However, both the tri-
als reported that radiation treatment reduced loco-regional
recurrences, while chemotherapy was associated with a bet-
ter systemic disease control [39,40].

The association of chemotherapy and radiother-
apy seemed to produce better recurrence-free and over-
all survival outcomes than radiotherapy alone in the
NSGO/EORTC and the PORTEC-3 trials [40,41].

In the GOG-249 trial there was no improvement in
recurrence-free or overall survival from three cycles of
chemotherapy with brachytherapy compared with EBRT
alone [38].

The molecular analysis performed in the PORTEC-3
trial showed that chemotherapy gives no benefit for MMRd
carcinomas [29,42]. According to these results, in early
stage of disease, the omission of adjuvant treatment is an
option if supported by a close follow-up.

4.3.2 pNx (lymph node staging not performed)
When the lymph-nodal status is unknown, based on

the randomized trials GOG-249 (for stage I–II ECs with
high-risk factors or serous or clear cell histology), the
PORTEC-3 trial and the GOG-99 trial, adjuvant EBRT is
recommended in the presence of substantial LVSI or stage
II disease [38,41–43]. The PORTEC-3 trial suggests the
benefit of the addition of adjuvant chemotherapy, especially
for high-grade carcinomas. Chemotherapy can be an option
for ECs characterized by a high-grade tumor or a substan-
tial LSVI. Adjuvant brachytherapy alone is also an option
for LVSI negative cases and stage II low-grade disease.

Multi-disciplinary decision-making is important to
choose the better therapy with less toxicity for stage I–II
endometrioid carcinoma [42].

Molecular analysis of PORTEC-3 trial did not show
any benefit of chemotherapy for MMRd carcinomas [29].

4.4 High-risk class

The high-risk group includes patients with the follow-
ing histopathological and/or molecular characteristics:

- stage III–IVA with no residual disease;
- stage I–IVA non-endometrioid (serous, clear cell, un-

differentiated carcinoma, carcinosarcoma, mixed) with my-
ometrial invasion, and with no residual disease;
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- stage III–IVA MMRd/NSMP endometrioid carci-
noma with no residual disease;

- stage I–IVA p53-abnormal endometrial carcinoma
with myometrial invasion, with no residual disease;

- stage I–IVA NSMP/MMRd serous, undifferentiated
carcinoma, carcinosarcoma with myometrial invasion, with
no residual disease [2].

The PORTEC-3 trial investigated the benefit of
combined adjuvant chemotherapy and concurrent chemo-
radiotherapy (two cycles of cisplatin during radiotherapy
followed by four cycles of carboplatin-paclitaxel) versus
pelvic radiotherapy alone for women with high-risk en-
dometrial cancer. In 2019, after five years of follow-up, the
updated results were published. The trial showed a signifi-
cant overall survival benefit at five years and a failure-free
survival benefit in the combined therapy group compared
with radiotherapy alone [44]. The most significant over-
all survival difference was seen in stage III carcinomas and
in serous carcinomas regardless of stage. In stage I–II pa-
tients, the addition of chemotherapy to radiotherapy should
be discussed after evaluating risks and benefits.

The GOG-258 study was a randomized phase III trial
evaluating six cycles of chemotherapy alone (consisting of
carboplatin plus paclitaxel) versus radiation therapy fol-
lowed by four cycles of chemotherapy in patients with stage
III–IVA endometrial cancer. Eventually, the combined reg-
imen was not superior to chemotherapy alone in prolong-
ing relapse-free survival. However, vaginal or pelvic and
paraaortic lymph-node recurrences were less frequent in the
combined regimen arm, while distant recurrence was more
common in the chemo-radiotherapy group [45].

The molecular sub-group analysis of the PORTEC-
3 trial reported a statistically significant survival benefit
for p53-abnormal carcinomas with combined therapy in pa-
tients with stage I–III p53-abnormal ECs with myometrial
infiltration; even stage III NSMP ECs showed some advan-
tage from the addition of chemotherapy. This effect was
not clear for MMRd carcinomas. Currently, there is still
limited data for stage III–IVA POLEmut EC and stage I–
IVA MMRd/NSMP clear cell EC to allocate them into a
prognostic risk group.

In conclusion, the recommendations for this high-
risk group of patients consist of EBRT with concurrent
and adjuvant chemotherapy or, the alternative, sequential
chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Chemotherapy alone can
also be considered as an option [2].

5. Ongoing trials
The recent evidence and the 2020 ESGO/ESTRO/ESP

recommendations for EC underline the need to consider
new molecular prognostic features to more effectively
choose the adjuvant treatment, historically based only on
clinicopathological risk factors.

The PORTEC-4a trial is a prospective, multicenter,
randomized phase III ongoing trial conducted to compare

the individualized choice of adjuvant treatment, based on a
molecular-integrated risk profile, to standard adjuvant vagi-
nal brachytherapy in women with high-intermediate risk
ECs. Patients are divided into three sub-groups: favorable,
intermediate and unfavorable (Fig. 1). In the experimen-
tal arm, patients belonging to the favorable group will not
receive any adjuvant treatment. Conversely, they will re-
ceive standard adjuvant vaginal brachytherapy or pelvic ra-
diotherapy according to their indeterminate or unfavorable
profile, respectively (Fig. 2). The hypothesis of this study is
that adjuvant treatment based on amolecular-integrated risk
profile is similar to standard adjuvant brachytherapy in pre-
venting recurrences in this group of patients. In some cases,
patients would not receive any adjuvant treatment leading
to less morbidity and a benefit in healthcare costs [46].

Fig. 1. Molecular-integrated risk profile in the PORTEC-4a
trial.

Additional molecular features are included and eval-
uated in the PORTEC-4a trial: CTNNB1 mutation and
L1CAM expression.

CTNNB1 is a gene encoding b-catenin protein,
that regulates and coordinates cell adhesion and gene
transcription. Studies showed that EC patients bear-
ing CTNNB1 gene mutation have poorer disease-free and
overall survival, especially within the copy number low
group. Conversely,CTNNB1-wild type tumors showed bet-
ter prognosis [6].

L1CAM is a transmembrane glycoprotein implicated
in neurogenesis. This protein is frequently localized in tu-
mor cells close to the stroma, suggesting its role in mi-
gration and invasion. Studies demonstrated that L1CAM-
positive EC patients have an actual increased risk for distal
or local recurrences [47,48].

In the era of   personalized medicine, targeted agents in
the adjuvant setting are under investigation.

A phase II trial showed an improvement in
progression-free survival and overall survival, adding
the HER2-targeted agent trastuzumab to the standard
chemotherapy regimen in the adjuvant setting in patients
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Fig. 2. Trial design of the PORTEC-4a trial.

with advanced serous EC (stage III–IV) [49].
POLEmut and MMRd ECs are hypermutated tumors

characterized by a high mutational burden and high im-
munogenicity. The high level of neoantigens in these
tumors activates the immune system, attracting tumor-
infiltrating lymphocytes. However, the interaction between
programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) receptor expressed on
cancer cells and programmed death protein 1 (PD-1) on ac-
tivated T cells leads to the inhibition of the immunological
response [50,51]. Hence, the effect of checkpoint inhibitors
has been studied in several trials in advanced or metastatic
solid tumors with MMRd, and promising results have also
been seen in the EC population [52,53]. In April 2021, the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved an anti-
PD-1 monoclonal antibody, Dostarlimab, for patients with
recurrent or metastatic MMRd EC with at least one prior
line of platinum-based chemotherapy [54]. However, the
role of immunotherapy in the adjuvant setting is still being
studied.

In one ongoing randomized clinical trial (Clinical-
Trials.gov Identifier: NCT04214067), Pembrolizumab, an
anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody, will be added to standard
radiation therapy in patients with high–intermediate risk
MMRd Ecs in stages I–II [55].

Homologous recombination deficiency has been ob-
served frequently in the p53-abnormal subclass of EC. No
data are yet available on the effect of PARP inhibition in
patients with EC. However, combination treatment target-
ing homologous recombination deficiency using platinum-
based chemotherapy with PARP inhibitors seems promis-
ing, based on the similarities with high-grade ovarian can-
cer that harbors the same TP53 mutational profile [51,56].

The RAINBO program is an international, multicenter
study composed of three randomized trials and one obser-
vational trial, planned to compare different adjuvant treat-
ments in patients with high-risk and advanced-stage EC, ac-
cording to their molecular profile. P53-abnormal EC pa-
tients will receive a maintenance therapy with Niraparib,
a PARP inhibitor, after a combined chemo-radiation treat-
ment. The role of anti-PD-L1 inhibitors after EBRT will
be studied in MMRd ECs with substantial LVSI. In EC pa-
tients characterized by a NSMP, hormone adjuvant therapy
will be added to EBRT instead of chemotherapy. POLEmut
EC patients will not receive any adjuvant therapy and will
be part of the observational trial (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Trial design of the RAINBO trial.

6. Conclusions
The ESGO-ESTRO-ESP guidelines updated at the end

of 2020 are the first step forward to improve the classifica-
tion and the management of endometrial cancer patients for
a more appropriate and individualizedmedicine. Moreover,
new perspectives for the adjuvant therapy of EC are being
evaluated in ongoing studies.

The dualistic terminology to define EC as type 1
and type 2 should be dropped in this new era of preci-
sion medicine; molecular profiling must be encouraged in
all ECs, especially in high-grade tumors. POLE-mutation
analysis may be omitted in low-risk and intermediate-risk
EC with low-grade histology. Its application to low-grade
endometrioid carcinomas may not be cost-effective.

However, at present, the new molecular classification
is not routinely performed in all centers where ECs are di-
agnosed. If IHC for MMR and p53 are easily accessible,
POLE sequencing is not widely available in all laborato-
ries, or it takes weeks to get the result. In the absence of a
complete molecular profiling, clinicopathological features
remain the only tool to take into consideration to decide
when and which type of adjuvant therapy is better to offer
to patients. Research needs to work on this crucial point.
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In conclusion, the RAINBO and PORTEC-4a
prospective trials will help to understand the actual role
of a molecular-based classification on patients’ prognosis
and potentially change the way we approach this disease.
Until then, adjuvant treatment decisions must be taken in a
multidisciplinary setting, especially in those cases where
the current evidence is insufficient to support a single
recommendation.
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